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a -*- n a. short article (Cadogan 1956, pp. 63-66) I pointed out that in Yuty
is ^ aaza PT as also in other southern towns of Paraguay, the name tupichúa
 Q a Pplied to a mysterious ailment known in other parts of the country as ojeo and

of tu lay Tupichúa being the name of the familiar spirit or ghostly counsellor
b e f C P re ' c °lumbian Guarani sorcerer, suggests the necessity of further research
p )re ^belling this Paraguayan folk belief - as had been done - as of purely

^ r °Pean origin: ojeo = ojo = eye = Evil Eye! At the same time, the possibility
sort Pr ° acPe d that this ojeo, ye-jharú or tupichúa might be a survival of some

•&lt;p Pre-columbian Guarani sorcery or witchcraft (Montoya’s classical
Th eSoro 6e la Lengua Guaraní” shows that more than one sort was practised).
s ^. ^formation available on the subject may not be sufficient to prove this
it erne ut, and it is not the purpose of the present paper to uphold the valid-

°t that proposition, my object being as follows:

t^ August 1959 a group of Guayaki Indians placed themselves under
in Pr0tecti on of the Paraguayan Government. It is known to specialists that,
Cu i t Plte °t the numberless volumes which have been written on Tupí-Guaraní

g ro ^ r °’ °ur knowledge both of the language and the spiritual culture of these
y p^Ps 18 very deficient. I therefore suggested, at the Jornadas de Arqueología
Pool n °^ ra ^ a &gt; Buenos Aires, November 1960, that interested countries might

Coni | eS ° Urces ^ order that exhaustive field work by competent professionals
Jnt Pe car ried out. An appeal to the same effect was later addressed to the

' rria Bonal Committee on Urgent Ethnological Research (Heine-Geldern,
* a ): also, a brief sketch of Guayaki mythology, calling attention to the

am c • need ^ or research, has been sent to the Instituto Indigenista Inter-

j^t  ̂103" 110 (Mexico). The present study has the same object in view; the infar
ta n c °ntained in Paraguayan folklore and Mbyá, Chiripá, Páí-Kaiová and
t u ±. ai myth and legend regarding or connected with ojeo, ye-]harú, or

fi e i d Ua Will, I am sure, provide a convincing argument in favour of extensive
T u Judies by specialists, to investigate the spiritual culture of the surviving

1 Guarani remnants.
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